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Create social calendars on the go, find your friends, and say SUP!
Published on 10/27/11
GP Cubed, LLC today announced the recent update of SUP! for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod
touch. An innovative new social connection app, SUP! was created to help users find time
to meet up with friends and family in person through the use of a unique social calendar
that shows users where everyone will be and when they'll be there. Newly improved, SUP!
Version 2.0 includes all-new text reminders for events, enhanced security features,
calendar syncing options, and much more.
Raleigh, North Carolina - GP Cubed, LLC, an exciting new mobile application developer, has
today announced the release of a newly updated version of SUP! For the iPhone, iPad, and
iPod touch. An engaging new social connection app, SUP! Helps users quickly and easily
find times and events where they can meet up with friends and family in person. The app
utilizes a unique social calendar structure that shows users where everyone will be and
when they'll be there with a single glance. Newly updated, SUP! Version 2.0 includes a
number of exciting new features such as all-new text reminders for events, enhanced
security features, calendar syncing options, and much more. A number of minor bugs were
resolved within the app as part of this overhaul as well. SUP! Version 2.0 is currently
available for download on the Apple App Store for $0.99 in the Social Networking category.
A scaled down LITE version of the app is available free of charge as well.
Taking a refreshingly straightforward approach to social connection, this app utilizes a
simple visual calendar which maps out all of your connected friends' activities day by
day. Users are free to join every event that appears on their calendar, an innovative
structure that ensures friends won't ever be left out of events on accident, while
guaranteeing strangers can't join indiscriminately. Users can post on their social
calendars, creating events that friends can join instantly, and taking away the need to
painstakingly compare schedules. Furthermore, each created event in SUP! Includes its own
dedicated group chat screen, which allows users to discuss plans with their friends - or
simply pop in and say hey - in real time!
Not content with an already great social connection tool, SUP!s developers updated the app
to resolve a number of minor bugs, make operations as smooth and possible, and implement a
number of enhancements and extra features. More flexible event viewing restrictions mean
that users can see and attend more get-togethers, while improved security features ensure
that everyone's privacy stays safe. ^lost password recovery feature has been added too.
Additionally, users are now able to get text reminders for upcoming events and receive
email alerts when their attention is needed at specific events as well. SUP! Version 2.0
also comes complete with more responsive chat screens, reduced calendar syncing times, and
the ability to add friends by simply finding them in a given event and friending them
right through the app! Go on, your friends are making plans every day, so get SUP! And
make sure you never miss out again!
SUP! 2.0:
http://www.sup-app.com/
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/sup!/id428186462
Download From iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/sup!-lite/id464015020
Screenshot:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/115/Purple/0d/fd/b7/mzl.sjcxrtir.320x480-75.jpg
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App Icon:
http://www.sup-app.com/images/suplogo.png

GP Cubed LLC is an innovative mobile application developer dedicated to bring mobile user
together in both the real world as well as the digital one. (C) GP Cubed LLC 2011. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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